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Which types
of classes
(lecture,
lecture/lab,
lab) do you
stack?

If you do stack, do you
stack primarily in the arts
or in other areas?

Do you limit
stacking to the
same types of
courses (painting
example) or do
you let different
types of courses
be stacked?

What union push
back have you
received?

Allen
Hancock

Lab only

Primarily in the arts

Same type of
courses

None

Bakersfield

Lab

art studio, automotive, music
– piano, choral, band

Same type

None. No extra
compensation. It
is a way for the
program to
sustain higher
level sections

Barstow

Lab

Fine arts and Physical
education

Same type

None

Cerritos

Lecture/lab or
lab classes. No
lecture courses

Mostly in the fine and
performing arts, and PE, but
also in business, and some
CTE – anything that would
have difficulty filling a standalone section in which a
program/degree/certificate
requires an intermediate or
advanced component.

Only similar classes
in a sequence (for
example we would
not pair a life
drawing class with a
freehand drawing
class, but might pair
3 levels of life
drawing or
ceramics)

None. The faculty
understand this is
to preserve their
upper level
courses. We do
not pay for
additional sections
that are “stacked”
(we call it voided
classes at
Cerritos) but some
colleges do.

Chaffey

Lecture/lab or
lab classes

Art, music, dance, drafting

Same type

Some initial, but
backed off after
other faculty
spoke up.

Evergreen
Valley

Lecture/Lab

Arts and other areas

Same type

None

Foothill

Mostly lab

Fine arts and computer
science
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Fresno

Lecture,
Lecture and
lab

Primarily the arts (music,
drawing, painting, etc)

No/Yes. For
example, we stack
(or what we call
“cross-list”) a child
development class
with a psychology
class (both courses
have title of Child
Growth &
Development). They
equate in our
registration system.

None. (we have
been crosslisting/stacking
classes for
years…)

Fullerton

Lecture or
lecture
component of
lecture/lab

Arts, science, CTE programs

Same types

None. We do not
violate any aspect
of contract. For
Science classes it
results in
increased
compensation if
class size is
double or triple
the normal size.

Gavilan

Lecture/lab
and lab

Arts and music

Same

No union push
back

Glendale

Usually
lecture/lab

Primarily in the arts but other
areas as well…journalism for
our college paper for
example.

Yes, they are the
same topic, but
advanced
preparations.

None, this has
helped program
that would
otherwise be
unsustainable

Grossmont

All

Grossmont is the same as
Mesa, but with a few more
stacking areas such as:
Business technology classes,
some ESL and Language
classes, etc. It is very
prevalent in many
disciplines. We also use
double lectures for science
classes that may qualify
instructor for contractual

Same discipline

None to day
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Imperial
Valley

All

Arts

Limited to the same
types of courses

None

Lake
Tahoe

Lecture/Lab

Visual & Performing Arts,
and other areas

Same type

None

Merced

Lecture and
lecture/lab

Arts and lecture for sciences

Same type

Not yet. Science
lectures are in
contract as “large
class” size, so
faculty are
compensated for
the large lecture.
Nothing in
contract about the
ARTS.

Mt. San
Antonio

Mostly lecture
classes, but
some
lecture/lab.

We have had historically a
practice of stacking higher
level foreign language
courses (SPAN 5 & 6, for
example). This practice will
not continue after this
semester in foreign
languages.

We stack courses in
the same family
only.

None that I know
of. We had a
faculty concern
that it was not
appropriate to
assign adjunct
faculty to teach
stacked courses,
especially those
with 3 levels
because the
preparation was
intensive and
perhaps not fair to
the adjunct
faculty, so I think
the stacking has
been mostly
limited to FT
faculty, although I
know we had
stacked courses
in German (Levels
2 and 3) and only
adjunct faculty in
that discipline.
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Mesa

All

Same discipline

None to day

Mira Costa

Lecture/lab
and lab
Lab

Arts, computer studies,
physical education, music
Arts and music

Same

College

Monterey
Pennisula
Ohlone

Mostly lab but
a few
lecture/lab

Typically in PE, Creative
Arts, Music
Most in arts but also in
Computer Networking and
some in Computer
Applications
Arts, Performing Arts,
Business/Computer/Graphics
labs, PE, other disciplines
where intermediate,
advanced course sections
would have difficulty meeting
minimum enrollments.

Same

No union push
back
No

Various types

None

Same types of
courses with
different levels of
skill development

None. Faculty
know that offering
“stacked” classes
is the only way to
really sustain
some of their
programs so
students can
complete
certificate/degree
requirements.

Palomar

Lab

Rio Hondo

Lecture

Mostly arts, some other
areas, such as speech

Same type

None. Faculty
receive additional
compensation

San
Bernardino
Valley

Lecture/Lab,
Lecture

Arts and other area

Same type

None

San Jose

Lecture/lab

Arts, World Languages, CTE
Programs

Same type

None

Santa Rosa

All

Arts and Computing studies

Same family

None

Santiago
Canyon

Yes

Primarily art and music

Limited to the same
types of courses

No union push
back

Siskiyous

Lecture/Lab

Visual & Performing Arts,
Welding & other CTE
courses, photography, music,
art, occasional advanced
Spanish

Same type

None
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Solano

All, as needed

Any area that may need it
so that the courses can be
offered to students.

Same discipline,
usually different levels
(Spanish 2/3, Welding
1/2, etc.).

None

Taft

Lecture/Lab

Mostly arts but some other
areas too depending on

Same type

None

Ventura

Lecture and
lecture/lab

Primarily in Music, Art, a
few in Theatre Arts,
Internships in our
Construction Technology
program and Auto, plus 1
ESL class

Same as #2

No union push
back. We only
take into
consideration one
class for
purposes of load.

Biology, French, Art, Music
and PE

In the Arts we may
stack courses such as
Art 101 & Art 102; In
Biology which is
lecture and lab, stack
the lecture, for
example…lab/lecture
(for two sections)/lab.

No union push
back, that I am
aware of.
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